
HOW TO WRITE A FREE VERSE POEM ABOUT FAMILY

Jan 24, Family By Patrick J. Derilus. family is not blood. you can be born under the roof, where your mother and father
raised, fed, and clothed you but.

For example, if you decide to write about skateboarding, the tone would be fast and maybe even a little scary.
Pick something you have strong emotions about, and it will be easier to write the poem. Left hand, right hand,
left hand, right hand, Left hand. Now he grows in me, my strange son, My little root who won't drink milk,
Little pale foot sunk in unheard-of night, Little clock spring newly wet In the fire, little grape, parent to the
future Wine, a son the fruit of his own son, Little father I ransom with my life. Look at this sentence and see if
there are some words you can completely remove or replace with the descriptive words you brainstormed. A
longer poem could combine several sentences. Finalize Your Poem Read the entire poem out loud. Samson
Agonistes by Milton But patience is more oft the exercise Of Saints, the trial of their fortitude, Making them
each his own Deliver, And Victor over all That tyranny or fortune can inflict. Feelings, Now by Katherine
Foreman Some kind of attraction that is neither Animal, vegetable, nor mineral, a power not Solar, fusion, or
magnetic And it is all in my head that I could see into his And find myself sitting there. This can be a feeling,
a situation, a noun, or a verb. Try to make sure all your words and lines fit this tone so your poem really gives
readers an idea of what skateboarding feels like. Break the Sentences Take your first sentence and write it so
only a couple words are on each line. Are there places that sound funky or boring? Was this page useful? Do
the same thing with your other original sentences. And I think as water runs over my hands that That's really
all there is or can be. Write in Sentences Start by writing two to five sentences about your subject. Move the
pieces of this sentence around horizontally and vertically until you have the beginning of a meaningful poem.
Does it give you the feeling you want readers to have? The gold is wearing off the infamous ring And
something wears away from around my heart. Read your final poem out loud one more time. Try to add or
subtract words in these spots to make the poem flow better. I need the clear, crisp light Found in reality's realm
of day, Not the darkness of mere existence. Write down as many descriptive words as you can think of that
would help a reader feel the same way. There hide disappointments Fantasy or Life by Vivian Gilbert Zabel
So often you say you love me, Yet you seemingly don't know I cannot live in fantasy's fog, Always in the
blurred drug of dreams. Brainstorm Descriptive Words Think about all your senses and how they are engaged
when you are at the place in your sentences or doing the activity they describe. But back in the shadows Lurks
a trunk locked tight, Not to be opened and searched. When it does, then your poem is complete. Two types of
lyric poetry are odes and sonnets. Choose a Subject Your subject is what the poem is about. After the Sea-Ship
by Walt Whitman After the Sea-Ship-after the whistling winds; After the white-gray sails, taut to their spars
and ropes, Below, a myriad, myriad waves, hastening, lifting up their necks, Tending in ceaseless flow toward
the track of the ship. That means there's really no wrong way to write a free verse poem. Write Your Own Free
Verse Poem Free verse poems can be long or short, sad or happy, and about anything you can imagine. Lyric
Poetry Lyric poetry deals with emotions and is written in a song-like way. Winter Poem by Nikki Giovanni
once a snowflake fell on my brow and i loved it so much and i kissed it and it was happy and called its cousins
and brothers and a web of snow engulfed me then i reached to love them all and i squeezed them and they
became a spring rain and i stood perfectly still and was a flower Disappointments by Vivian Gilbert Zabel
Every life has a room where memories are stored: A box of special occasions here, Shelves of shared laughter
there. Poetry Genres Poetry can be classified into three types: lyric, narrative, and dramatic. Well-known
authors of lyric poetry include: Christine de Pizan. Once you've chosen a subject, use that to decide the tone of
your piece. An explanation and examples will be offered for each type. But it feels different now you've said
It's wrong, and I still can't see your point. This form of poetry is meant for the writer to express himself
without any limitations. Using imagination and creativity anyone can enjoy this freeing form of children's
poetry. Be Free With Words A free verse poem is usually more lyrical than rhythmic, meaning it sounds
beautiful but doesn't follow a beat. A shorter poem might start as one sentence that gets broken down into
several lines. Your final poem will include one or more sentences, but they will be broken up across the lines.


